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Recognizing the unique requirements and goals of senior
professionals in healthcare and digital healthcare providers, our
conference aims to facilitate connections and enhance sponsor
return on investment (ROI). 

At the Digital Healthcare Conference, you can expect to meet
important people, foster meaningful conversations and build
relationships with industry whos-who. 

Collaborate with Eprenz to create this incredible platform where
healthcare leaders and innovators meet to make a difference that
matters.

Overview
The 'Digital Healthcare Conference: The Role of Innovation and
Emerging Technologies in Healthcare' is a meeting ground of
senior digital healthcare professionals, decision-makers and
providers alike. Organized by Eprenz, the largest online
community of entrepreneurs globally, the conference transcends
the barrier of physical presence, time differentials and exorbitant
marketing budgets, to bring to the table a unique experience of
learning, knowledge sharing and networking. 

Through this conference we create a space for discussion among
senior healthcare leaders, digital healthcare innovators, and
procurement professionals in healthcare, on the role of
technological innovation in changing the industry, what are the
emerging trends and the pain points that need to be addressed
by the emerging technologies. 
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The Conference Highlights

Engage in the creation of thought leadership
and act as subject matter authorities.

Discover opportunities for learning.

Connect with professionals and industry
experts through networking. Offer expertise and exert influence.

Forge meaningful connections. Champion change initiatives.
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The digital conference aims to explore sustainable and adaptable
technological solutions in the below areas

Data Security and Privacy

Interoperability

 Telemedicine Adoption

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and Machine Learning (ML)

Healthcare Access
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The digital conference aims to explore sustainable and adaptable
technological solutions in the below areas

Digital Health Literacy

Cybersecurity

Remote Patient Monitoring

Patient Engagement and
Empowerment

Healthcare Workforce Training
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Engage with a highly-qualified
audience from the global
healthcare industry with special
focus to the US healthcare

Gain visibility and exposure in the
digital healthcare space

Forge meaning connections
through networking sessions

Contribute to the topics and take
discussions forward

Showcase your organization's
technological innovation and
advancement for the healthcare
industry
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What to expect from 
the conference?



We do all that it takes to make value-driven, world-class conferences. 
And more.

Welcome to Eprenz Events!
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Marketing Technology Production Execution



125000+ LinkedIn members around the

world

8000+ website members

50000+ members in the USA

20000+ members in India

17000+ members in Europe

8000+ members in Africa

9000+ members in the UK

6000+ members in Canada

4000+ members in the Middle East

1500+ members in Nigeria

Eprenz has organized and hosted 240+ online events in the last 5 years! 
Reach the target market for your business.

20000+ employers with 1 to 10 team

members

16000+ employers with 11 to 50 team

members

10000+ employers with 51 to 200 team

members

32000+ owners

24000+ Partners, Directors & CXO

5500+ self-employed

3500+ investors
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The Conference Experience
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SPEAKERS NETWORKING SESSIONS

PARTICIPANTS BREAKOUT ROOMS

Q&A SESSIONS



Lead Generation & Execution

1.

2.

3.

Promotion to a community of 125K+

Full social media strategy to boost the
marketing efforts

Direct out-reach to relevant audience
by our community managers 

4.

5.

6.

Dedicated event page live on
website and LinkedIn

Email Marketing to relevant audience

Promotion by Eprenz partner firms
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Previous 
event funnel

Promoted to 125K+

Event Registrations 
350 to 700+

Event recording views:
600+

Live attendees:
50 to 100

Registration page and speaker's
profile visits 1400+
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Testimonials
I’ve worked with Eprenz for the past 6 months. 
Every entrepreneur, whether aspiring or well-
established, needs to have these two and this

organization in their “rolodex”

Claudeth Forbin

Let’s face it, there are many organizations
that claim to help entrepreneurs BUT this

one actually does! Entrepreneur’s Network
(Eprenz) is really in a class all by itself

Precious Williams

The team of Eprenz provided us great
help and valuable opinion in terms of

getting connected with right audience for
our SaaS products.

 David Wagstaff and team had put
together a wonderful event. By far the

best I have attended.

Charles Yi Oscar Chavez
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Contact us for
sponsoring the
conference. 

WEBSITE: DATE:
www.eprenz.com September 12, 2024

Inquire Now

MODE:
Online

Register to 
participate: 
Register here

https://calendly.com/eprenz-david/30min?month=2024-04
https://checkout.eprenz.com/digital-healthcare-conference/

